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Recent Fox graduate joins Peacemaker Teams in Iraq
M AT T

CHANDLER

Guest Writer

From George Fox to Jerusalem, Hebron and
Baghdad • Matt Chandler's call to
participate in an organization that promotes
peace in the midst of violence.

A little more than one year
ago, I was mid-way through my
second-to-last semester at George
Fox. I was scheduled to graduate
didn't really know where I was

lines would intersect.

going to go from there.
At the same time, I was grow

At that time, I prayed to God
for guidance in things distant and
immediate, general and particu

taries had been condemning and
threatening President Hussein
and his ministers for their sup
posed possession of weapons of

deter

the

Bush

What do a talking clownfish.

pizza for breakfast at night, and a
popular Christian band have in
common?

George Fox Homecoming. It

happened last week, January 2631.

Kicking off the week on
Monday night, students partook
of the traditional "Breakfast at

Midnight," which happened at
10:00 and consisted of pizza and

warritig in Iraq. My conviction

This year's princesses and
princes were Brenna
Witherspoon and Andrew
Newberry for the Freshman
class, Arwen Presley and
Andrew

Folkert

for

the

Sophomore class, and Fairlight
Ankeny and Jarett Creason for
the Junior class.

Christy Miller and Rachel
Cook were Senior princesses,
Zach Strandy and Kyle Wclslad
were Senior princes, and
Michael Bean and Kelly Cudncy
were the Homecoming King and

students were invited to brave

shock for Michael Bean. He

the cold and attempt a polar bear
s w i m o u t a t Ti l i k u m . T h e
reward? A free scarf.
Other events during the week

said, "It blew mc away. I was
like. Whoa -1 just won!"
The events of homecoming
week were not just limited to stu
dents. The George Fox adminis
tration invited the graduating
classes of 1944, 1964, 1974,

ever-popular "Finding Nemo
this year), bowling, and a
Cacdmon's Call concert.

A favorite with some of the

ladies was the annual powder-

puff football game, at which the
uppcrclass(wo)men triumphed in
the final few muddy minutes.

Not to be forgotten was the
homecoming court, presented at

the assembly Friday, January 30.

VICTORY: Matt Chandler, a 2003 graduate from George Fox Universityy and his teammate (left)
celebrate the release of Abdul Haq (right). Haq was held in prison on false charges, and the

peacekeeping team pressed for his release. He was held for 200 days and finally cleared to rejoin

After the midnight breakfast,

included Movie in the Bon, {the

see page 2, Working...

his family. Haq's son is holding his hand, and two of his neighbors are in the middie.

Queen.
Finding oiit he had been
elected Homecoming King was a

ice cream.

As spring came. United States

Administration and its allies from

Eventful homecoming
Copy Editor

t o v i o l e n t c o n fl i c t i n c r e a s e d .

Winter came and went, and it

Qaeda.

KDWARDS

getting ready to become a graduate.

long-term calling is to aid and
advocate for poor, oppressed and
violated persons in the world.

could

CHARITY

through the Iraqi desert toward
Baghdad in their tanks and
armoured personnel carriers,
while I was busy finishing up my

I felt clarification that my

became clear that almost nothing

personal fate, I was simultane-

major part to proclaiming and
practicing peaceful alternatives

l a r.

mass destruction and ties with al-

So as I was contemplating my

final papers as an undergraduate and

Little did I know that in a

matter of months these separate

President Bush and his secre

marines and soldiers were rolling

ously contemplating the fate of
Iraqis, United States soldiers and
others who would be affected by
a war in Iraq.

in five and a half months, and I

ing increasingly concerned about
where my nation was heading.

that 1 had to devote my life in

1979,

and

1984

for

class

reunions.

Special events for the alumni
included a band reunion concert,
a walkabout reunion for all past
RA's, and a worship service
Sunday morning preached by
Shaun McNay, former dean of
students.

Powderpuff game is a fight to the end
MELISSA

LONGWELL

News Editor

Powderpuff is a tradition that
has been around for many years,
and George Fox girls anxiously
look forward to the day they can
compete in the game of football
to determine who the champions
for the year will be: upperclasswomen or underciasswomen.

This year's Powderpuff
game, sponsored by the SAC.
was held Saturday, January 31 at
the track field. In spite of the

guished by yellow and blue ban
dannas.

The whistle blew, the game

game. Then the upperclass
women started moving slowly
down the field, scoring a touch

began, an both sides were soon
covered in mud. It was quickly

d o w n w i t h fi v e s e c o n d s l e f t i n

apparent that the game could go
either way. Everyone was play

and seniors the winners 6-0.
• The underciasswomen were

ing hard and using the skills they
learned from team practices.

disappointed, but were able to
say they held their opponents off
for most of the game.

Upperclasswomen came
close to a touchdown at one point
in the game, but it was negated
because of holding.
The teams continued to bat-

tic, and everyone was wondering
if it was going to be a no-score

the game and making the juniors

Members

of

both

sides

enjoyed building relationships
with their team members, and

Karissa Edwards said, "The mud

was definitely a highlight!"

wind and the rain, a handful of
faithful fans came out to watch

the game and cheer the players
o n .

N o a h H o r m a n n , a s e n i o r,

announced the game, informing
and entertaining the spectators.
Anders Sorestad served as the

referee and kept the ball as mudfree as possible.
The upperclasswomen were
coached by Jeff Sargent and
Jarett Creason. and the under

ciasswomen by Andrew Folkert,
Jon Hanson and Dane Coppini.
After the national anthem and
team inti'oduclions. the ladies ran

out to take their places on the
fi e l d . T h e t e a m s w e r e d i s t i n

CHELSEA

PA R K E R

CHELSEA

PA R K E R

HERE WE COME: Underciasswomen (left) and upperclass
women (right) take their stances and prepare to run the ball
down the field and score a touchdown (hopefully).
Issue 7 Vol.CXX
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Stories from Spain

Working to reduce violence in Baghdad
continued from page I

It wasn't long before I gradu
ated and the Coalition conquered

culture -

Iraq. After much prayer, it
became clear to me that God was

leading me to take further steps

crazy
t r a f fi c

toward active peacemaking.
In a whirlwind of a summer, I
went from the GFU bubble to
Jerusalem and Hebron with a
C h r i s t i a n P e a c e m a k e r Te a m s

(CPT) delegation, then back to
Oregon, then to CPT training in

TKSSICA TROUT

Stajf Writer

call it in Spanish) is a beautiful
city in southern Spain. Orange
trees line netu-ly every street,
and parks and monuments are
found around every comer. It is
also where I am studying for

allel. This goes for cars, too.

Chicago, and back to Oregon
again.
Three weeks later—the first

Then, put a whole bunch of
round plazas in the middle of

cating for justice for Iraqis
detained by Coalition forces and

Baghdad as a ful-time membei their families. This is but one of
of CPT, trying to get my bearings

Exciting

Seville (or Scvilla as we

week of September—1 was m

in this newly occupied city.
CPT had been working m

the many problems in Iraq, but it
is a critical issue that affects the
long-term safety of everyone

Baghdad to reduce violence—for affiliated with the Coalition.
Iraqis and Coalition soldiers
My service on this project
alike—inasmuch as they could
will not likely resolve the con

since October 2002.

During my four-month stay

in Iraq, countless families and
individuaks came to us with all
kinds of problems, desperate,

exasperated and pleading for
help. The few of us with CPT
simply cannot solve all of the
problems.

Since I began until now, my
team's focus has been on advo

flict in Iraq. I

answers for how the problems
there can be solved. I can t help
everyone.

But I have found a place

where I can fit in and try to do

my best to make life better for

some people who live in the
midst of conflict.

these streets, usually with
some kind of huge monument
in the center. On my way to
school, I pass by at least 10

See a squirrel, marry a miser

the next four months, so it's

statues of one kind or another.

C RY S TA L

probably a good thing I already

And these are huge statues.
Think of something about half

Staff Writer

love it here.

I'm studying abroad this
s e m e s t e r, i m p r o v i n g m y

Spanish through classes taught

inferior soldiers since the men

did not want to leave their fami
lies for war, Claudius issued an
edict that forbade marriage.
All engagements were can
celled, and no more marriages

who live here.

keeps very unusual hours.

Seville is a busy city, but it

I live with a Spanish seno-

Evci^thing opens at 9:00, then

ra, in a sixth story apartment
about 40 minutes away from

closes from around 2:30 to

uses the stairs. I haven't found

out why yet.
This column is a place
where 1 get to share some
observations about my life out
side the country. Today I begin

5:00, and then closes again at
9:00. After that the nightlife

begins. People are still seen

drives in Seville, but for some

reason the streets are always
filled with cars. Also, lane lines

from the United States.

Speaking of the United
pieces of American culture

carry the regular American
items as well as items unique
to the country. McDonalds, for
instance, camies not only polio
(chicken) McNuggets. but
helado con cafe (ice cream in

appear to be general guide
lines, as do traffic lights and
speed limits.
The second thing to note is
that nearly everything is

coffee) as well.

parked illegally here. This is

Spanish stars, andl hear songs
from American artists just as
often as 1 hear Spanish songs.
In the grocery store, my room

partly due to the fact that there
are hardly any real parking
spaces. People park little tiny
cars all along the sides of

My senora watches the
go.ssip about American movie
stars ju,st as much as she
watches the gftssip about

mate Hanmih and I heard an

Not to mention the mopcds

oldie that I've heard in grocery
stores all my life.

and motorcycles which seem
to be placed in the oddest

And all this just miiwtes
away from the largest gothic

spots. If one is parked parallel

cathedral in the world. It's cer

to the road, another can be seen

tainly an odd mix.

streets.

person to shoot with their love
tipped arrows, it is near impossi
ble to miss the huge quantities of
Valentine's Day merchandise
crammed into stores.

special someone. But before you

except for jet-lagged students

scattered around the city. Fa.stfood restaurants have placed
themselves on busy streets and

It seems like hardly anyone

about Christmas. While baby
cherubs may not be flitting about
the sky waiting for the perfect

goes to bed before midnight

^ The first thing to note about

like that.

again, and no, I'm not talking

which means that the rush is on

States, you can see lots of little

what you imagine to be southem Califomian city traffic. It's

It's that time of the year

walking around the city until
much later at night.
I'm not sure that anyone

by describing a little of the
city.
S e v i l l e i s t h e t r a f fi c . P i c t u r e

the emperor Claudius 11.
Deciding that married men made

a pedestal, with a fountain
around it. That's the general
idea.

curiously enough, no one here

was a bishop during the reign of

as tall as the clock tower, set on

in the language and through
interactions with the people

my school. There is an elevator
in the apartment building, and

FARNSWORTH

parked right next to it, still par

February 14 is drawing near,
to secure the perfect gift for that

dress up like adults on
Valentine's Day and go caroling
from house to house, singing

songs about their Valentine.
In Wales, wooden spoons

were carved into popular designs
like hearts or keys. The key

shaped gift carried the meaning,
"You unlock my heart."

w e r e a l l o w e d . Va l e n t i n e w a s n o t

Flowers have become one of

daunted by this order though, and

the top gifts to give on
Valentine's Day, but the tradition
started centuries ago. Charles II

in secret he married couples who
came to him.

Unfortunately, Valentine was
found out and brought before the

emperor. When he refused to
accept the gods of the Roman

of Sweden adopted the "language
o f fl o w e r s " f r o m P e r s i a .
Each flower or color carried a

different meaning. For instance,

yellow or red roses meant that
someone loved you, while the
white variety meant that the love
between two people was pure.

start the mad dash to the store,
t a k e a m o m e n t t o r e fl e c t o n t h e

origin of the "Love Holiday" and

Orange blossoms signified an
everlasting love, while Lily of
the Valley meant that you wanted

some of the traditions that sur

round the day.
In ancient Roman times, a

to make up with your estranged

feast was celebrated to honor the

god named Lubercus who was
said to watch over shepherds and

lover. Women could send violets

t h e i r fl o c k s . To c e l e b r a t e t h e

returned their love.

back, telling the person that they

feast, but in honor of Juno, the

Superstitions also ran ram

goddess of marriage and women,
names of young women were put
into a box and then drawn by lot
or at random by young men.

Empire, Claudius ordered him to
be beaten and beheaded as pun

p a n t o n Va l e n t i n e ' s D a y.
S u p p o s e d l y, i f y o u s a w a

i s h m e n t f o r h i s d e fi a n c e .

goldfinch on February 14, you

Year-long companions were
created this way that were not

perfect candidate to represent the
plight of lovers, the Catholic • marry a crime fighter.

broken until the feast the follow

Church named the Saint as the

ing year when new names were

patron of the day.

S i n c e Va l e n t i n e s e e m e d t h e

While the Church tried to

drawn.

When Christianity grew in

change the tradition of pulling

power, the Catholic Church
sought to eliminate the pagan

young women's names out of a

box to patron saint names,

would marry a millionaire, but if
you spotted a robin you would

Seeing doves was a sign that
you would have a peaceful mar
riage, but a squirrel meant bad
news in the happily-ever-after
department. Those who were
unfortunate enough to see this lit
tle critter were said to be doomed

celebration of the Feast of

February I4th was still recog

Lubercus by renaming the day
and adopting new traditions.

nized as the day that celebrated
lovers, a tradition that carries

to marry a miser who would

Saint Valentine was chosen as the

through to today.
What about traditional
Valentine gifts and traditions

With such a thriving squirrel
population on campus, singles

representative to replace the hea
then god Lubercus.
While stories vary, the popu
l a r t r a d i t i o n h o l d s t h a t Va l e n t i n e

though?

Children in England used to

hoard all their money.
should be glad that some
Valentine traditions haven't
stuck!

VICTORIA L. HAWKINS, Editor-in-Chief

MF
.IJSSAS.S. LONGWELL,
LONGWELL,
AssistantEditor
Editor SAMANTHA WERTZ Business M
MELISSA
Assistant
Connection

CORY V. MANDINA, Sports Editor
JENNIFER VOLLMER, A & E Editor
JOHN E. MIDDLETON, Opinion Editor

J. Edwards"

J. KllNG, Communications Director
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International affairs engage professor
mfxissa lon(;wf[i

Head, a long-time Quaker,
got involved with QUNO

/Vews Editor

A trip to Geneva,

Switzerland, is all in a day's

work for Tom Head, professor of
economics at George Fox. Head
has been involved with the
Quaker United Nations Office

(QUNO) for ten years and cur
rently clerks, or chairs, the board
of directors for the office in
Geneva. He also served on the
board for the New York office.
The Quaker United Nations

Office is a non-governmerital
organization in the UN, and it is
concerned primarily with repre
senting Quakers and Quaker

interests to the UN, especially in
the areas of peace issues, human
rights, and economics.

because of his Quaker interest
and his specialty in international

trade. The program in Geneva

is actively involved in various
international organizations and is
International Council.

as the chair of the International

candidate for the position.

Studies department and enjoys

twice a year, once in Geneva and

once in London. These meetings
involve budgeting, strategic
planning, and general oversight
and management of the organiza
tion.

The board itself is very inter
national, and includes members

from England, Australia,

Uganda, Germany and the
United States.
Head's interest in internation

al affairs and different cultures
and countries carries over into

At George Fox, Head serves

world. He was the Director of

Overseas Studies for eight years,
and has also been involved with
Juniors Abroad.

enjoys hiking, running and learning about other countries and
cultures while participating in international organizations.

Missing out
on necessary

relationships

Even though he gels to travel

around the world on a regular
basis. Head still says, "I like

VA L

hiking and camping in the moun
tains. They are planning to go
trekking in the Himalayas in

ORTON

Registered Nurse

Oregon." He loves to take his
two sons, Winthrop and Eliot,

What is one of the most

important, and also one of the

most distressing, aspects of our
lives? RELATIONSHIPS!

The month of February is

Nepal this summer.

associated with love. It dates

back to the Middle Ages, when
in England and France it was

Hood to Coast team - the

believed that on 14 February
(mid-month) birds began to

"Ruins."

m a t e .

Head has been teaching at

Rick Warren slates in his

George Fox since 1971, and
appreciates the chance to inte

grate his faith with his teaching.
He said, "The thing that brought
me here is the thing that keeps
me here. I really respect the kind
of education that takes place

bt^ok The Purpose Driven Life,
"We arc made for community,
fashioned for fellowship, and
fonned for a family..." We all
long to belong - to be accepted,
respected, wanted and enjoyed.
Does relationship really

here."

m a t t e r ? We ' v e a l l h e a r d t h e

He plans to continue teaching
at George Fox and stay involved

phrase "healthy relutionships,"

with QUNOfficc, as weW as other

AROUND THE WORLD; Tom Head, professor of economics,

n

taking students to events featur
ing speakers from around the

Running is another activity
Head enjoys, especially when he
can do it with his colleagues. He
is the captain of Fox's faculty

U N I V E R S I T Y C O M M U N I C AT I O N S

Harmony

the president of the Oregon

does a lot of economically-ori
ented work, and he was a good
He meets with the board

Health and

other areas of his life as well. He

international organizations.
Head says, "J love teaching. /
love learning, and I deeply value
my life with my students and my
colleagues here at the university.
I thank God for each day."

but have we considered "rela

tionships for health"?
Jt is a well-known scientific
fact that infants who are well-

fed, cleaned and htncscd, hut

The trouble u.sually comes
from the fact that relationships
are complex and often "me.s.sy."
They take a lot of work.

Sometimes we want to give up.
I recently read a disturbing
message in the book
Relationships by Drs. Les and

Leslie Parrott. "Surprisingly,
college students...arc among
the most relationally-starved
members of .society."
Somctinic.s loneline.ss and

social isolation can even happen
in a crowd. We all struggle with
relationships, whether romantic,
familial or with friends.

Healthy, satisfying relation
ships arc essential to optimal
wellness. If this arena of your
life \s getting you down, the
Health and Counseling Center
has resources to help.
"For this was sent on Seynt
Valentyne's day
Whan every foul conieth

who tirc^isolafed from human
infeniction, will die. We need

relalion.ship from our first

Iher to choose his
mate"
- Chaucer

breath to our last.

Walkabout tradition continues strong F i n a n c i a l A i d 1 0 1
M E L I S S A L O N G W F. I . T,

spending it together, hiking in the

News Editor

mountains, has been around for

Everyone knows that when

you graduate from college, you
become part of the alumni of that

institution. But what happens
then? What makes being an
alumnus or alumna so special?
Among other things, George
Fox hosts many reunions for
alumni, including a special series
of affinity reunions. The point of

affinity reunions is to get people
together who were involved in

There are reunions for those

involved in band, choir, sports,
and even a reunion for those who

never played sports.
On Saturday, January 31,
there was a 25-year anniversary
Walkabout reunion. All the
alumni who had ever been

involved in residence life or stu

dent government were invited.
It was titled the Walkabout

reunion because residence life
staff and ASC are the only

groups to go on Walkabout.
The tradition of taking a
week before school starts and

February 6,2^4

Sheri Philips, Executive

25 years, with the very first
Walkabout experience taking

Director of Alumni, Parent and

place in 1977.

thinks it is important for students
to know that they are "part of a
heritage that goes behind them

Several at the reunion who

could boast that they were a part
of the first one. Someone else at
the reunion was able to boast that

he had gone on over 15
"Students are part of a heritage
that goes behind them and will
continue after they leave."
- Sheri Philips

MELISSA LONGWETJ,
News Editor

Church Relations, said that she

leadership role on campus can

"Where does our money go?"
students at college often ask.'
Perhaps a more important ques
tion is "Where does our money
come from?" The answer: many
different places.
Students pay for school
through money they've saved,
part or full-time jobs, loans and

learn a lot from those who held

government aid, to name a few.

and will continue after they
leave."

Students who are currently
involved in residence life, stu
dent government or any other

Some scholarships are very
specific, and require that the
applicant attended a particular
high school, has a certain back

ground or is planning on entering
a very specific field.

There are scholarships where
you read a book and write an
essay on it (sounds like literature

class). Some are remarkably
easy: they just need you to fill
out a form and answer some sim

ple questions.

But one primary source of

The majority of scholarships,

and they can also leave a legacy

financial aid for students is

for future students who will take

scholarships. These come in ail

however, require some sort of
essay. The good news is that a

on the same role.

so it's a good idea to save them in
an accessible place and reuse

a community during that week

shapes and sizes, ranging from
the bizarre to the ordinary.
The internet has made it easy
to search and apply for scholar

them.

that would sustain residence life

ships. Various websites, like

similar activities during their
time at Fox.

bond.

Wa l k a b o u t s .

The founders of Walkabout

said that their vision was to build

staff and student government
throughout the year. It was to

help prepare them to work as part
of a team and rely on one anoth

the* same positions years before,

fastweb.com, make it possible
for people to fill out a profile and
receive scholarship listings that
match the information they pro

er's strengths.
As people shared their stories

vide.

and laughed at the pictures on the

ships turn up, such as one you

slide show, it was obvious that

the vision has been accomplished
many times. Years later, relation

ships are still strong and the
memories create a common

Sometimes very odd scholar
can only receive if you're lefthanded and planning on attend

ing a certain university. Another
college offers full tuition to any
one with the name Zolp.

lot of them ask for similar essays,

After doing some searching,
make a list of when various

scholarships are due and allow

enough time to complete them.

A little bit of work could pay off
in a lot of money.
The fact is, there are lots of

scholarships out there. A quick
search will bring up hundreds of

available scholarships, and a
more in-depth search will reveal

the ones you are qualified to
apply for and hopefully receive.
issue / Vol. exx
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Free speech doesn't include pornography

Honest and caring
poUtlcians? Maybe..
Hussein last December was a

JOHN

MIDDLETON

Opinion Editor

great step toward securing free
dom for Iraqis.
However, some columnists
here in the U.S. actually had the

Call mc ignorant, but I'd
like lo give politicians a bit
more credit for what they do. It

gall to be suspiciou.s of the tim

is real easy lo poke fun at things

effect oh Iraqis us well as

they do, since they are constant
ly in the public eye.
However, when you really

Americans? Iraqis rest a little
easier and are that much closer

hardly any job security, every
decision they make is tallied
and archived, and on top of that
their personal lives arc fair

know we are that much closer to

While not technically a politi
cian. his personal problems
made headlines last year.
A1 Gore is another example.
Just recently. Gore's adult son

got in trouble with the court

getting our troops back.
Or how about everything
George W. Bush does nowaday.s? I mean everything.
Anything that benefits the
country is shot down by the
media as a way for Bush to get
Look at those media organi
zations and you know why
voter apathy has risen so much

integrity and how our nation's
thought process has been pervert
ed. Now, 1 understand that some

people may take what 1 said in
the last article and apply that to

popography and say, "But it's
artistic to someone..."
This time 1 have chosen to

The

Constitution

of

the

United Stales has given the peo
ple living therein the freedom of
expression. This is the argument
most people use to justify
pornography.
They say that because the
country has given us the freedom
to do and say what we want, that
we can and should be allowed to

view and make pornographic
materials.
fail to understand is that this free

one. It used to be, in the days of
old, that men were not allowed to
swear in a woman's presence

because it was offensive. How
then does this not apply to porno
graphic materials?

No, not everyone is offended

wrong about the whole pornogra

phy issue is that it is demeaning

to women and men, reducing
them to no more than a purely
sexual being.

1 for one know that I do not
want to be thought of solely as a
sexual being. There is more to

people than just that fact. While

people recognize this, they
by the aforementioned materials, many
often also fail to see how it is
but those people also do not care
or do not know all the facts.

They may not view the mate
rials, but they also do nothing to
seek their prevention. In some

cases, the people involved in the
making of the videos or pictures

were made to do so; they had no
choice.

How then is this right? It

isn't. Many times producers will
go to a foreign country and bring
back girls, whom they have

either lied to or bought from
someone because their families
needed money. These girls then
have no choice and no freedom
of their expression.

In all cases though, despite
context, the thing I find most

offending to women and men

who really care about their lives
and beings.

In this case, if it is offending,

why then is it allowed, or at least
tolerated? I find it offending, and
while 1 have more than one rea

son for thinking as I do, I would

hope that with what minimal evi
dence I have released to you now,

you also would think again about
your thoughts and do what you
can to prevent the making and
using of pornography.
For more information you

can go to www.xxxchurch.com

and get more information on how
to help prevent and/or reduce
pornography.

lately. The media shows politi
cians as uncaring people who
THE
U.S.
ACCUSED

only want the majority of votes
and their personal legacies

FOREST
SERVICE
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BEING
OF
HELPING
Tl/ABER
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secured.

I like to think many politician.s actually care about peo

with Al Gore? Not much. Don't

ple. I believe that those politi

try telling the media that,
though.
Look, what I'm trying to get
al is media organizations tend to
think—and publish—that

cians are good people who.

everything politicians do, in the
way of decisions, is for some
personal or party benefit. This
causes added stress upon the

m o s t b e n e fi t t h o s e w h o v o t e d

politicians we voted in.
Let me give some examples.
The capturing of Saddam

Crescent I wrote on artistic

However, what most people

re-elected.

lems. What does this have to do

over the son's personal prob

In a previous issue of The

ly stated, and explain how artistic
integrity does not apply to
pornography.

ing up again. Americans also

ple of that is Rush Limbaugh.

milted if it does not offend some

know it had a psychological

a really stressful job. There is

country loves lo squeeze the
proverbial juice out of each
story, then move on to the next
fruit in its way. A prime exam

Editorial

ing of the capture. Don't they

to democracy. They will not
fear a Hussein dictatorship ris

The media of our wonderful

dom of expression is only

build upon what I have previous

get down to it. politicians have

game for media organizations.

PHRONSIE OROZCO

'C'MON-'-lT^S THE PERFECT CRIME/"
WMCte GONNA NOTICE-?//

through their thought processes
(whether or not it matches up
with your ideology), are trying
to do what is right and what will
them.

I mean, seriously, politi
cians are people you voted for
to represent your area and make
some tough decisions that affect
you. You did vote, right?

Opportunity and Spirit rovers without
exploring
the next frontier for NASA: Mars
any large boulders (ideal ritory and take better pictures, to chance (not necessarily using
SHANNA

DUCKETT

Editorial

On June 10 of last year.
Spirit, one of two identical rovers
designed for the harsh environ
ment on Mars, went out of this
world in order to reach another.
Less than a month later on

July 7th, Opportunity, the second
rover, followed its twin. Spirit
arrived safely on the "Red
Planet" January 4 of this year
(after bouncing a dozen times

and rolling about half a mile).
Opportunity arrived in the same
manner as Spirit on January 25th.
Once again, a rover alien had
arrived on Mars.
The names for the two rovers

were picked out of essay contests
that had over ten thousand partic
ipants. Interestingly, as many as
sixteen high school students
(ages from 13 to 17) will work
with the Mars team.

Currently, Courtney Dressing

(Virginia, California) and Rafael
Morozowski (Brazil) arc the first
of the teens who earned this
chance to work with real scien

tists after they won an essay con
test and an oral interview put on

by the Planetary Society.

Working shoulder to shoulder
with

NASA

scientists,

Morozowski was amazed as he

witnessed the first pictures sent
back by Spirit. "1 was totally
speechless., .we were seeing
things that were over 170 kilome
ters away. It was fascinating."
Now, why would NASA and
other groups desire to keep
spending money to send more
rovers to Mars (besides the great
view of course)? For the same
reason most of the other missions
were made for: to see if life once

(or currently) existed on Mars.
Another question would be:
how do we know if life could
have existed on Mars? The

answer: soil and water samples.
If Mars once had a livable atmos

for rover move-ability).
However, one of the minerals
found in the soil is called olivine,

bring samples back to earth so
that they can be studied in earth

nuclear power though). Their

laboratories and to send "moles"

would be to increase jobs, to spur
on technology, to stir the imagi

which does not endure weather

to the planets surface to dig into

ing very well. Despite thivS mild

the ground in search of water.
Another mission already in

surpri.se. Spirit has discovered
iron, silicon, sulfur and chloride
in the soil (much as the Mars
team expected, since these miner
als were discovered during previ
ous missions).

Opportunity, who has barely
moved yet, has already taken pic
tures of rock layers. These layers

nation of children around the
world and to move us into a new

progress is called the Mars

s pac e age.

Express. This mission is mainly
conducted by the European

These missions may be great
for technological advances, but is

Space Agency (with U.S. and
Italian participation). The mis
sion's main goal is to search for

the cost of money worth it? Do
we sit back and argue the age-old

subsurface water from space as
well as send a lander to the plan

appear to indicate that they were
created either by wind, water or

et's surface.

volcanic ash. Within the next

What about humans on Mars?

few days. Opportunity will begin
to move more and explore its
area just like Spirit.
There have been several past

Even though no big plans are

The real question may be.

being made, many scientists
speculate that it could be within
the next decade or two.

The problem is that everyone

phere similar to earth (if that is
even possible) then why would

missions to Mars as well. The

first successful flyby was accom

is also trying to be economical

n't there be life?

plished by Mariner4 in 1965,and

(which is not a bad problem);

To date, soil samples by Spirit

argument for humans on Mars

arguments that since it doesn't do

us much good today we should

forget it and not waste money?
No. because people could
have used that argument for the
wheel.. .not everyone would have

used a wheel right away but look
around today! Could we live

without the wheel today?
Without advances like space

technology, we would basically

be stuck in the same hole.
Besides, we've covered most of

Mariner 9 was the first successful

however, one of the more eco

have left the Mars team sur

orbiter around Mars in 1971. In

nomical ideas includes nuclear

Earth...why not space?

prised. The area of Mars that

1975, Viking I made the first
successful landing on Mars

power (which was banned years

ol Jean-Luc Picard (as most Star

(along with Viking 2).

fear nuclear weapons in space).

Spirit landed in was thought to
have undergone much "wear and
tear" by the environmental condi
tions, which is why the area is

Future missions include an

airplane that can cover more ter

ago and protested by those who

The Mars Society is actively

petitioning Congress for such a

After all, in the famous words

Trek fans should know well).
Space...the final frontier." we
might as well begin this new and
wondrous trek.
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A look at Democratic candidates
crystai.watrrs
Editorial

The Democrats have sudden

ly united under a banner: their

dislike of President George W.
Bush, But has this sudden dis
play of camaraderie come soon
enough?

Former General Wesley

Clark's campaign has'fallen apart
like the 50-ton sperm whale that
recently exploded in Taiwan.

Supported by the Clintons, he
received much approbation from
the media early on, but he com
mitted loo many faux pas.
Don't get me wrong; he's

hanging in there, winning
Oklahoma by a few votes, but
he's not going to get the nomina
tion.

Howard Dean's lead in the

polls evaporated after his poorlyconducted concession speech in
Iowa. He may have enough
money to compete nationally,
and his failure to win New

Hampshire or Iowa led to a dis
mal performance in the Feb 3
primaries.
John Kerry, said to be the
most liberal man in the Senate,
came from behind, grabbed the

fronlloaded New Hampshire and
Iowa states and went on to win

Delaware, New Mexico.
Missouri, North Dakota and
Arizona.

John Edwards' campaign
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From the Fen of the President

gains speed as he uses his
lawyerly charms on the media

done with the best of intentions.

Sure, it has its faults and

quirks, (feel free to read

■T O S H U A

I honestly hope my actions have
not tarnished the reputation of

HUNTER

ASC or the Central Committee,

ASC I'rcsident

but I do believe the dereliction

and crowds. He snatched

Kerry's home stale of South
Carolina and came in a clo.se sec
I've heard it said that that the

this election.

That makes sense since Al

Gore and Hillary Clinton aren't
in this race; the Dems are biding
their time...waiting for President
Bush to make a misstep and take
the Republican party into the
political Marianna Trench.
And so the Democratic pri
maries continue to hang in limbo
as no candidate has swept the
nation off its feel. Richard

Gephardt, Joe Lieberman, Bob
Graham, and Carol Moseley
Braun have officially dropped
out of the race.

Among the usual gamut of

key issues that will come up in
the presidential debates (the
environment, tax cuts. Social
Security, the budget), look for
some new ones: WMD, foreign

policy, homosexual marriages,
the war in Iraq and homeland
security.
Check out the candidates'

websites for more information.

paid to students as persons,

of duty has been paid for in full.
I do not intend to speak further
on this issue; it is quite finished.

ond in Oklahoma.

Democrats are holding back their
heavy-hitters because they know
the Republicans are going to win

between the lines here), but one
must admit the level of attention

lather than numbers, is unique
and exemplary.
But before 1 delve further

As much as Fd really like to
dive into some completely lighthearted subject (.sorry Travis next is.sue). it would be more

With that said, it has been

into sentimentalism (it's only

rather intriguing to be free from
inces.sant meetings and the

February, for heaven.sake), I
would like to challenge the
readers to view the coming

prudent to acknowledge the ele

c o m e w i t h t h e o f fi c e o f A S C

change from winter to spring as

phant on the table. It may be

President.

a visual reminder that you too
will be leaving this place,

time-consuming trappings that

It was almost like being

painfully obvious to some read

placed in a time machine, and
being sent back to the blissful
days of my freshmen year, when
I actually had time to do the

though for you freshmen it may
seem like an eternity before Lit

me, I'm from California, I know

leave of absence, let me simply

things 1 enjoy.
It was especially poignant to

say that it was a remedial disci
pline imposed by the Central
Committee, tmd not necessarily

spend a good amount of time
reflecting on my tenure here at
Fox, considering this is the eve

good time to fill our minds
before embtU"king on our way

intended to be a vacation.

of my senior year, and the

It's like a sort of hibernation

e r s t h a t I w a s o u t o f o f fi c e f o r

four weeks; to others, absolute

ly jiolhing changed.
If you don't have any idea
why I experienced a month-long

Please also understand that

school and an eventual family

quences administered by
Student Life. The entire point
of making my breach of the

loom ever closer on the horizon.
that to be a .student on this cam

be done when mistakes are

made in positions of leadership.

spend this particular sea.son of

I do not know that the exam

life, and 1 expect many of us

ple was .successful, but it was

it's a bubble ■ but it has been a

again, eh?

period before beginning to
make our way in the world: the
ending of one term of life and
the beginning of another. At

I've come to the realization

pus is a delightful thing, though
some of you would probably
disagree. Fox. all things consid
ered, was an excellent place to

the temporary leave from office,
was to exemplify what should

It may be a bubble - believe

prospects of work, graduate

there were additional conse

Lifestyle Agreement public, and

of New Testament finally ends.

any rate, whenever you get the
feeling that the homework and
classes will never end, try to
remember how you'll be look

w o u l d c o n c u r.

ing back on that veiy- moment
with inten.se nostalgia in the
years to come. It's a good per
spective to employ.

Relationships, with definitions given from a male and female perspective, andfvow to spot t\vem
In order to clear up the ambiguity surrounding relationships at our dear alma mater, the authors of this study (who wil remain nameless), have provided a dicionaiy of sorts for members of both
sexes to utilize when describing persons of the oppo.site sex. For our inqui.sitive readers, we have included Jocation.s where .specimen-s from each category may be observed. We briefly considered
giving guided tours, to further ilustrate the real-life examples of each description, but decided against it. as we would probably be verbally abused by the "specimens." Stay tuned for the next issue
of the Crescent, where we wil expound on the stages of relationships themselves. Until then, happy hunting! Spring approaches!

^ I ' c m i i l c D e fi n i t i o n

1 Where Specimens may be Observed '

l"Acr/uain/a/ices"

The man essentially thinks that the POS (Person of the

Someone you've seen around a lot - if'attractive you mjty
even remember his name!

1

Opposite Sex) is rather attractive, but her name has
completely slipped his mind.

j"Co-iro/A
'e
' r.v"

Used when the male finds a co-worker attractive, yet
doesn't have a snowball's chance in hell of ever seeing

Any male worth mentioning to your roommate, 90% of the Admissions office. Definitely not Student Life.
time he is from a totally different "group" and will never
Never ASC. Occasionally in Res-life.

her outside of the workplace.

make a move.

rC/asxttuircs"

This term is typically u.sed when the POS in question is

Any POS in a class that is (again) worth mentioning to
your friends. Can also be used to vent about the jerk in the

1

not particularly attractive, and the male needs a

most often viewed in members of the Freshman '

class.

dismissive excuse as to why he is spending time with her. back that won't shut up.
l"5Vn£/v Buddies"
1
1

Males will be seen flipping through the "Pick-a- f
Chick" (Bruin Directory). The phenomenon is 1

The logical progression of the "Classmate" term, except If placed in a study group, usually the female has just been
the POS is attractive. The male (by any means
stuck with "that one guy" that won't make eye contact necessary) has found an excuse to spend time with her out however - if you choose to study together, NO studying
of the classroom setting. This title is most often used by will ever really occur - that's not why you're there. •

'

In class, obviously. Occasionally acknowledged ■
on the quad, in the Bon, or in lobbies. |
1
1

Dorm lobbies, mostly. Also in the Bruin Den latel
at night. Sometimes at the 24-hour Starbucks, but*
only

the

caffeine

addicts.

'

men pursuinc studious women.
Friends"
1

{"Good Friends"
1

^^C
' ofeeBudde
is"

1

Used when referring to women that know the male well
enough to veto the idea of a romantic relationship.

Generic term for a POS you either don't want or know you

Used when the male spends excessive amounts of time
with the POS. presumably for innocent reasons, but he

By far the most ambiguous term for a POS. Depending on

The beach. (Why is it always the beach?) g

who is saying it to whom and in what tone of voice. Most

secretly intends to make her his wife.after this trial

often this is used to cover deeper feelings, but the female
feels she has no reason to hope for more, or she Just won't.
Occasionally used by a confidant waiting for the POS to get

Wendy's

can't have anyways.

They're everywhere, especially in lobbies. .

too.

|
1

period. This is one of the more pragmatic titles, often
1
utilized by thrifty gentlemen, as it saves immense sums
1
of money through the absence of dating expenses.
a clue. (This term can be innoceiU.)
1
Either casually or purposefully, the male has succeeded in Often good friends - this is a cheap excuse to get "nonCoffee Cottage (for the iniellectual/artsy crowd), '
making contact with the POS outside of class or living
threatening" one-on-one time with the POS of your choice. Underground (for the underclassmen), Starbucks !
area interaction, and has actually made somewhat
Eventually they will realize their need/love for only you.

(for the Yuppies), Chapters (for the Preppies), and.

1

passable attempts at conversation.

{"Confidants"

The POS knows more about the male than his own mother
Basically this means the female is the girlfriend without
docs. She will never, ever, consider romance for a
the title or any of the physical benefits. She usually wants
fleeting moment.
to be the girlfriend, but the POS is too dense to catch on

the Bruin Den (for the cult formally known as Res-i
life).

•

,

In the rooms, or on the other end of a telephone |
conversation. Rarely together in public. |
i

(give it a year or two). This is nice for the POS. as they can

^^'BoylGirifrieiuV
1
1

f Fiance'
1

The male has succeeded in making himself presentable
(perhaps even desirable) to the female, and she has

assented to a presumably monogamous relationship
Quite po.ssibly the hardest waiting period a male will ever
experience in his lifetime; this moment of transition
from girlfriend to wife. May experience intermittent
anxiety attacks, as 'nights out with the boys' are in
permanent jeapardy.

This is often a try out for marriage. If things go well you
may just get that ring by spring.

S
j pnnse

Except tlie^can "know" each other.

If you are able to catch a glimpse of this rare '

species, they wil appear to be joined at the hip. '
Do not be fooled.

Despite popular belief, this stage is not all flowers and

Males can be observed in the shower. Cold .

chocolate for the female. On the contrary it is one of the

showers. Women, at saucy "bridal showers" to i

most stressful and anxious times in a woman'.s life. We too

are losing our freedom, yet we tend to only realize this
somewhere between sampling $500 cake and trying on
1000 dresses that do not fit.

At Fox, the ultimate goal of all male interaction with
POS. It is the logical step from the "Girlfriend" title.

1

have a "connection" without the commitment.

break the monotony of shopping and planning |
the

rest

of

your

life.

|
1
1

The female has succeeded in finding "the one" and will now You don't want to know - such knowledge is '
live happily ever after with a lot fewer loans and no floor

forbidden. They're off the market, why do you V
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Contraception is good; sex healthy

God's plan really does include pleasure

STEPHANIE

on His pan to give us sexual

SETH

appetites. It was not a sort of
manipulation to motivate us to
reproduce.
Of course, having children is
a wonderful part of marriage, but

Guest Editorial

RICKKR

Guest Editorial

Marriage is a beautiful rclalionship thai was divinely struc
tured for a man and a woman. A

very important aspect within this
relationship is sex, from which
springs the question of birth con
trol.

When should contraception
be considered and acceptable, if
even at all? Furthermore, what

exactly is the purpose of sex?
Did God only create sex as a
means of reproducing, or is there
more to the act?

Contraception involves an
increasing number of forms and
has been used throughout histo
ry. Although it might be contro
versial, birth control allows a

couple to plan responsibly in
their marriage.
Contraception can be vital in
marriage for several reasons. A

few examples include couples
without the finances to support
children, waiting to have chil
dren so they have time to grow
deeper together as husband and
wife, and using birth control for
health reasons in such cases as
AIDS or other diseases/illnesses

that can pass on to a baby.
The Bible doesn't mention

that is not the sole reason for
intercourse. Paul made the effort
to stress that a husband and wife

should not deprive each other of
sexual relations together.
If one was to refuse the other

it would only cause the other to
be tempted to sin outside of mar
riage or to even become frigid.
That is not what God intended.

Sex is a critical part of the
balance to maintain a healthy
marriage. It's true that love can
not be measured by sex alone,
but sex is the greatest expression
of love for a husband and wife.

Obviously in our society it
has been abused and often sim

ply used as a selfish way of grat
ification. Still, physical gratifica
tion exists as part of sex is only
one aspect of the marital picture.
In a marriage, sex is about the
desire for a husband and wife to

please each other and fulfill their
sexual needs and desires. It is

about an intimate spiritual, phys
ical and emotional connection
that no one else can meet.

It is designed to parallel the
contraception, but neither does it
sort
of deep relationship a person
state that sex is strictly for pro
.should have with God. To say
creation. If sex was meant for
that sex is purely for reproduc
reproduction purposes only, what'
does that mean for couples who tion takes away so much of the
meaning God designed for it to
aren't fertile? Does that mean
they are not to have sex?
Putting that sort of a restric
tion on their marriage seems like
a direct violation to what Paul

instructs us in I Corinthians 7:5.

saying, "Do not deprive each
other except by mutual consent

and for a time, so that you may
devote yourselves to prayer.
Then come together again so that
Satan will not tempt you because
of your lack of self-control."
God created us all with sexu

al desires. It was not an accident

have.

For a couple to mutually
agree on not using birth control

is perfectly fine, but it's impor
tant to realize that sex is more

than just for procreation.
In fact, reproduction might
be part of God's overall plan for
marriage, but it doesn't mean
that every couple necessarily has
to produce children. If a husband
and wife feel that it is not the

right time or that it is not the call
ing for their marriage, then birth
control can step in.

He created sex and the pleasure

MARTIN

Is childbearing a large part of

derived from it. God created sex

According to an editorial in
the latest Crescent titled "Birth

Control

This al.so is not an accident.

is

Always

Unacceptable," the author claims
that all sexual activity "is only
meant for procreation," and that
anything to the contrary "is

against God's plan for us."
Furthermore, the author states

two somewhat contradictory
explanations for the intense
pleasure derived from sex: the
physical pleasure that arises
through sex is merely an "acci
dent," since the true joy of sex is
having children; and sexual
pleasure is no more than God's
motivator for us to procreate.
I disagree. And so does the
Bible. Sexual pleasure is neither
an "accident," nor is it purely a
motivator for reproduction.
Rather, the act of sex is a God-

given means for the dual ends of
pleasure and reproduction.
Reproduction is not the sole
end of sex. If it were, would the

wonderful pleasure and intimacy
gained during a "failure" to

impregnate be punishable by
God? Sex without reproduction
would be nothing less than a
thwarting of God's machinislic
plan.
Acts of pre-conceptual pre
vention are in themselves neutral;

the morality of such actions hinge
on the motivation and faith
behind them. "Birth" control is

only a sin when it is done past the
stage of conception (otherwise
known as life, making the act
murder) and when it is done for
self-centered, faithless reasons.

Yes, I said it: God wants you
to have sex for more than just
childbearing. God created sex
for intimacy and pleasure
between man and woman. If a

woman is just beyond
menopause, has God banished
her eternally from sexual pleas
ure?
God never makes mistakes.

for joy and for reproduction. He
did not create sexual pleasure
merely for reproductive motiva
tion.

The previous author's mis
take has been made numerous

times throughout history, howev
er: heretical groups spanning
Church history, such as the
Marcionites, Manicheans (who

influenced Augustine greatly,

t Of course! And I could not

s e x

agree more with the author that

plople abuse Gods' gift of sex as
a means of self-gratification

using birth control as a means of
avoiding the constraints of chil
dren.

Yet, in claiming sexual enjoy
ment as nothing more than an
"accidental" motivator for repro

duction, the author is denying

who in turn influenced Thomas

one of God's greatest gifts of

Aquinas greatly, who in turn

earthly intimacy, and is allowing
dogma to make an impersonal set

influenced the entire Christian
world

with

his

Summa

Theologica) and the Albigenses
were just a few of the groups who

incorrectly viewed sexual activi
ty and pleasure in a negative
light. The Bible seems to say
otherwise.

of machine-like commands to be
followed at risk of peril, replace
freedom and joy.

Sex is a means to a two-fold

end: pleasure and reproduction.
Pleasure is both a means for

reproduction and a glorious end

in a deeper, more intimately

In Genesis 1 -3, we clearly see
that sex was created for reproduc
tion and union. "Clinging" to
each other, the male and female
became one flesh. Sex also pre

tion are neutral in action, and

cluded the Fall of man into sin.

become righteous or sinful in the

All that was created before the

motivation behind their usage.

Fall was "good." God said so.
The enjoyment of sex, when in
accordance with marriage, is

that without faith it is impossible

good.
Once again. God does not
make mistakes. The Apostle Paul
tells couples in 1 Corinthians 7:5
not to "deprive" themselves from
one another unless by mutual
consent. In other words, God

made couples to have sex, and -

shared form^f itself.

With this knowledge at hand,

forms of pre-conceptual preven

I n H e b r e w s 11 w e a r e t o l d

to please God. Many times,
usage of preventative methods in
sex is the result of faithlessness in

God. This is sin- a perversion of
God's gift. However, the argu
ment goes both ways. Since sex
ual activity is given by our per
fect and loving God for pleasure
and for reproduction, forms of

scandalously - to love having it
together!
The average woman is only
fertile for a few days each month.
God didn't accidentally allow the

"prevention" come down to an

Sexual pleasure is a gift from
God. Has anyone read Song of
Solomon lately? The Beloved is

for procreation" is "against

not talking about childbearing! If
anyone is wondering, this lovely

tion, and He sees that both ends

individual faith issue, between

the couple and their Creator.
The author claimed that "sex

is only meant for procreation."
and that "anything that is against
majority of each month for pleas
ure without reproduction. Paul this statement is against God's
did not say to abstain on all plan for us." On the contrary, the
"unfertile" days!
-teaching that sex is only "meant

book is in every major Bible.

God's plan ior us." God created

sex for pleasure and reproduc
were and still are extremely
good.

Author's contradictory arguments resemble that of Thomism
RYA N

ADOVNIK

Guest Editorial

In "Birth Control is Always
Unacceptable" the author, claims
that, "Sex is only meant for pro
creation. Anything that is against
this statement is against God's
plan for us."
The author bases the argu
ment on a philosophy that most

arguments.
He makes a series of claims

that is exactly what the authorclaims, much to the chagrin of his

would with a woman. We all

but fails to back them up with any
evidence to support his reason

audience.

impregnated, and there is no hint
here of a warning for married

rejected by many Protestant
denominations.

whether or not to use birth con

ing, whether the evidence be bib

lical or from an other authority,

indefensible. He does not back

which is surprising considering

his claim up with any evidence,

In I Corinthians 7:5, Paul

the nature of the audience it was

biblically or otherwise. The
author also claims that the pleas

writes, "Do not deprive each

ure of sex is an accident.

consent and for a time, so that

having children, therefore pleas
ure is a motivation for having

you may devote yourselves to

sex; but pleasure is also a selfish

i n t e n d e d f o r.

The author states, "The pleas
ure from having sex is only an

to... have children."
If one were to follow this line

of thought, he would probably

I fi n d i t h a r d t o b e l i e v e t h a t

God could develop something

couples to only have sex for pro
creation.

other [of sex] except by mutual

prayer. Then come together again

like sex with so many "acciden
tal" consequences. It seems as

so that Satan will not tempt you

though the author is questioning
God's sovereignty.

trol" (NIV).

Thankfully, I was able find
two verses in the Bible that most

because of your lack of self-con

This verse, like the previous
one, warns against perversions of

states, "Do not lie with a man as

other rea.son aside from having
children, you arc abusing God's
gift to married couples. The
author tries to back up his argu

tempt you because of your lack of

sex) in order to have kids.

one lies with a woman; that is

self-control."

However, this argument is

detestable" (NIV).

ment with a series of indefensible

that a sinful motivation is needed

for a good purpose. In his article

down with a woman to have chil

dren? Not at all, rather it explains
to not have sex with men, as you

explains that sex is meant for

desire (sinful), and therefore the
motivation for sex is sinful.

Does he think that God is

errant m his thinking or plans for
the universe?

Although I am not attacking
manner in which the author

applied It to the subject of sex

motivated by pleasure (part of

Never in the Bible does it say

controversial formula. He

pray and so that "Satan will not

ment, if you have sex lor any

Does this verse mention lying

Essentially, the author puts

together a rather abstract and

Thom.sm, I do disagree with th^

directly address the subject of sex
and marriage. Leviticus 18:22

fl a w e d .

trol.

sex. It explains that it is accept
able to have sex. so long as you

conclude that God allows us to be

According to his thesis state

important for a married couple to
understand this when deciding

His initial claim that pleasure
is equal to "selfish desire" is also

c l o s e l y r e s e m b l e s p a r ts o f accident."- In other terms, he is
Thomism, notably, the idea that 'claiming that the means fsex] of
having children is pleasurable.
everything has one specific pur
pose in accordance to natural law. "God allows this pleasure in
This is the official philosophy of order to motivate married couples
the Catholic Church, but has been

know that men can not become

Paul explains that sex is a

great thing for married couples as
long as they do not lose focus
about what is important because

man-iage and birth control.

authors' o
l gci ^ont'he^^subcljto
'f

of a lack of self-control. It is
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Songs for the V-day survivor "Into the Woods" brings new meaning to fairy tales
K E N N E T H H AV I S

Siajf Writer

The play interweaves several

Credit must be given to direc

famous fairy tales together with

tor Rhctt Luedtkc for his incredi

the story of a baker who must

bly adept casting choices (Jenny

Wc all know the classic talcs

journey into the woods to find

of Little Red Riding Hood,

several items, namely a red

Cinderella and Jack and the

cloak, golden hair, a white cow

Miser, for instance, as Red
Riding Hood).
The choreography is also

The famous "happily ever
after" coda is forever engrained

and a glass slipper.
The stories may be familiar,
but the play sardonically tweaks

in our memories and brings

the stories we know.

Beanstalk.

instantly to mind these tradition
al fairy tales.
Writers Stephen Sondheim

remarkable, with several scenes

involving the entire cast in an

almost spellbinding display of
movement.

The Wolf pursuing Little Red

The closing of the first act

Riding Hood, for instance, rede

leaves the characters where we

fines the term "sexual predator"

all remember them, ready to live

with his black leather outfit and

happily ever after.

and James Lapine imagine a dif
ferent ending, however.

motorcycle boots, providing a

The second act continues the

Their musical "Into the

highlight for the show both in

story however, and we learned

weirdness and bizarre entertain-

what happens next.
The characters find that their

NICOLE FITZHfiriH

makeup looks great next to his

Staff Writer

teeth."

It s almost that time again...

actions do have consequences as

the playwrights mock the silly

Are you confused about your

simplicity of the fairy tales we
have grown to love, as well as the

feelings? Angry with someone

lime to honor the patron saint of but not quite ready to let go?
lovers and greeting card compa Dedicate a song to him or her.
nies everywhere.
I recommend "Playing for
Fred Meyer is plastered in K e e p s " b y M a t c h b o o k

pink and red hearts, and Safeway

passerby will hear happy-golucky music without ever sus

work of the theater.

Everyone has favorite love
songs from sappy to sincere, but

For the truly unhinged and

and embittered? CD's" to eat
Hagen Daaz to.
This is what emo was invent

ed for right? I-love-you-but-Ihate-you at its best... call it emo,
screamo, punk or just good
music. Here is my own personal
track list for a V-day alone.
Side note - if you listen

point the narrator himself is

Romance. ("You're as welcome

as cancer but my door is always

What about music for the lonely

At one especially inspired
dragged into the fray.
What works about the play is
that the writers and producers
may be mocking the genres, but
they do so lovingly.
This is ultimately a fairy tale,
albeit a modem one (or postmodem, if you prefer), and a

has huge displays of chocolates
for any price range.

what about break up songs?

conventions of the theater.

unlocked.")

angry, any Alkaline Trio album
will do the trick. Random

The original fairy tales were

pecting that the lyrics are chock
full of angst.
Chainsaws, bloodletting and
lots of vengeful fantasies run

C H E L S E A PA R K E R

rampant throughout the lines of

exclusively to Christian music or

space. The good news is there is

Repertory Theater, re-imagines

items and the baker with remark

are easily offended by mature
lyrics please flip to the Media
and Christianity feature pages

able ease.

If you're completely happy
in your current loving, monoga
mous relationship but have to be
apart on this special day throw
"What it is to Bum" by Finch
into your CD player. Skip to

the Woods" is no different.
As the characters band

transformed into a witch, a baker and a baker's wife on stage
Woods," a contemporary

me and my little list.

perspectives of the day, and "Into

Fron L to R, Marilee Jolin, Seth Renne and Rose Passione are

almost every song.
The list could go on and on,
but they only give me so much

first. Then come back and visit

stories told to reinforce the moral

Broadway classic and the latest
production from the GFU

no shortage of angry, sad or even

these time-honored stories as

violent lyrics to get you through

only the first part of a larger,

this wonderful holiday season.
Now go treat yourself to a
new CD or two and just keep
reminding yourself how happy
you are to be spending money on
yourself instead of some stupid

m c n t .

together the audience is remind

The production switches

ed of the power of comraurivty,
the inevitability of consequence

between the possessors of the

and the foolish necessity of our
dreams.

The cast is an ensemble with

The GFU theater department

interlocking fable.
Through comedy and music,
the traditions of the theater and

stage time split fairly evenly

has consistently released enter

between the performers. Several
cast members acquit themselves

storytelling are satirized, called

remarkably well, both with their

into question and ultimately rein

singing voices and their acting

taining and quality productions
over the past several years. "'Into
the Woods" is a play that can be
added to that already impressive

forced.

talent.

list.

b a l l o o n s o r fl o w e r s .

track two. "Letters to You.

This particular song got me
through a two-month separation
when an old boyfriend was in
Japan. Any song that can last

through an international relation
ship and still be a favorite after
breaking up has to be good.
Splitting up over distance?
The song "Jude Law and a

8

0

0

-

4

9

3

-

4

9

3

7

GEORGE FOX EVANGELICAL SEMINARY

Semester Abroad" sums up those

The seminary's focus

feelings: "And even if her plane
crashes tonight she'll find some
way to disappoint me, by not
burning in the wreckage or
drowning at the bottom of the

on wholeness — fused
with encouragement to
strike a balance

sea." You can find it on Your

Favorite Weapon by Brand New.

between knowledge,

Fall Out Boy is currently my

favorite pop-punk band, and

self, and spirit —

their debut album Take This to

Your Grave is Just pure fun. with

is refreshing.

only a hint of hitternc.ss.
This is Ideal for the mildly-

— Brice Tennam,

angry-al-the-world types. Track

Master of Divinity student

number one has lines like Stop

burning bridges and drive off of
them so 1 can forget about you

and "Breaking hearts has never

S E M I N A R Y . G E 0 R G E F O X . E D U

looked so cool as when you wrap

your car around a tree; your

F
j ubruriy (>.' SW
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A & E
"House of Sand and Fog" achievement in realistic storytelling
K Y L E■f O F ^ N S O N

Staff Writer
Perhaps the most disturbing
clement of the wonderful

"House of Sand and Fog" is how
real it seems.
F i r s t - t i m e d i r e c t o r Va d i m

Pcrelman's film tells of a young
woman who loses her house

because she failed to pay a tax
that she did not owe. The coun

UBir

ty proceeds to auction off her
house. When the county realizes
their mistake, they offer to buy
the house back from the new

owner, who refuses to sell the

WWW.IMDB.COM

house back for less than four

times what he paid for it.
Like all great tragedies, the

characters are flawed, both make

2000 Oprah Book Club novel of

mistakes and both are stubborn

the same name, and the Internet

story snowballs and leads to

to an immeasurable degree.

Movie Database report.s that

something too horrible for us to
anticipate.

However, no character in the

more than 100 offers to turn his

Lester, a deputy who assists
Kathy in her eviction and then

book into a feature film.

forget we arc watching a movie.
The premise seems completely

later befriends her. He leaves

his wife and children, and his

production that would have been
more outstanding than this one.

plausible, and the lead actors
have a clear understanding of
their characters. Both Kathy

friendship with Kathy develops
into something more romantic.
He becomes increasingly deter
mined to get Kathy's house back

Connelly and Kingsley equal
their best work, and Kingsley
has appropriately been nominat
ed for yet another Academy

for her, and the fact that this

Award.

acted and crafted that we almost

(Jennifer Connelly) and Behrani
(Ben Kingsley) have a right to
the house, and both have very
good reasons for being as stubbom as they are.
Kathy was left the hou.se by
her deceased father, and

although she was irresponsible
in ignoring the eviction notices,
she clearly did not owe the
money that the county claims
she did. She is recovering from
a substance addiction and has

little money.
Behrani has moved to the
United States from Iran with his

wife and son, and cannot sell the
house back for the small sum he

paid because his family needs
the additional money." Both

man has a badge is downright

*

All of this leads to an unpre
dictable third act, in which it

seems that a compromise has
been reached, but the story has a
few more surprises up its sleeve.
Also essential to the story

Remarkably, this story is told

GO TO CHINA.

ASK

US

HOW.

from his actors.

"House of Sand and Fog" is

son, Esmail. Nadi (Shohreh

a remarkabk achievement of

Aghdashloo) speaks little
English, and when Kathy comes
over to the house to speak with
her, a heartbreaking conversa
tion takes place in which the

acting and storytelling, present
ing us with complex ethical and
moral questions that offer no

The film is based on the

I M PA C T A B I L L I O N Y O U N G L I V E S .

Perelman allows his story to
unfold simply. He presents the
difficult moral challenges with
out taking a clear side and
receives top-notch performances

are Behrani's wife, Nadi, and

language barrier prevents them
from understanding one another.

»

cfam

It is difficult to imagine a

f r o m a fi r s t - t i m e d i r e c t o r.

s c a r y.

If)

author Andre Dubus III received

movie is more flawed than

P c r e l m a n ' s fi l m i s s o w e l l -

Is tiEBPEP

(£
C A M P C H I N A -

1'866- Talk-Camp www. campchlna. org

easy answers. It ranks with the
very best films of 2003 and may
spark the most conversation and
debate of any film from last

ll2S-5StS>

y e a r.

Caedmon's Call visits George Fox
CAITLIN

R E I I . LY

favorites and a few new record

Ahead for the band is an

ings.
For those of you who may not

exciting opportunity to record in

Huston. Texas church II years

have heard, former band mem

ago graced George Fox

ber, Derek Webb, left the band to

ing: Brazil, Ecuador, India and
somewhere in Africa (not yet

University with its presence dur

pursue a solo career.
He is currently in Europe

decided).

touring with his wife, Sandra,
who is pursuing a solo career of

Staff Writer
A band formed out of a

ing GFU's homecoming week

coming out in April, features a

her own. Derek and the band

number of Caedmon's Call

continue to be friends.

the fall of 2004.

Their a}bum, "Chronicles,"

r

•

Their plan is to record songs
incorporating some aspect of
each culture. They hope to have
the "World" album completed by

end.

i
V

four different countries, includ

WWW.CAEDMONSCALL.COM

Piled Higher and Deeper

DECP
I HERN
I GACADEMESE
"To the best of
the author's

knowledge..."
"Results were

found through
direct experi
mentation."

YES, ACADEMIC LANCUACE CAN BE OBTUSE, ABSTRUSE AND
DOWNRI&lfT DAEDAL. FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE, WE PRESENT
A SWORT TMESAURUS OF COMMON ACADEMIC PHRASES

"WE WERE TOO UZY
TO DO A REAL LITE
RATURE SEARCH."

"It should be
noted that..."

"OK, SO MY EXPERIMENTS
werent perfect, are
YOU HAPPY NOW??"

"These results
WITH IT UNTIL IT

"IF WE TAKE A HUGE LEAP
IN REASONING, WE CAN GET
M(DRe mileage out of our

WORKED."

data..."

'VE PLAYED AROUND

04

"The data agreed
Z

§
o
Ul
vi)

quite well with
the predicted
model."

"IF YOU TURN THE
PACE UPSIDE DOWN

suggest that..."

"Future work
will focus on..."

^ WWW.phclcomic^).corT)

A BIG FLAW, BUT WE PRO
MISE WELL GET TO IT
S O M E D A Y. "

AND SQUINT, IT DOESNT
LOOK TOO DIFFERENT."

"YE£^ WE KNOW THERE IS

...remams

an

open question.'

— "WE HAVE NO CLUE EITHER."
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^ristian aerobics realy neccessary?
Kl) Hlcr.TN^jj

Snowboarding. Or other art cat

Guesl Writer

egory in need of spiritualizing.
Who's to say?

I was once at a rodeo in

' find myself mildly nerv exas where they invoked Jesus
ous whenever Christians try to T
10 protect the bull riders-not

Buying in and selling out

do make various kinds of art,
even highly regarded religiously

NICOLE

themed art. Yet if we are to inter

Novel, Christian Poetry,

age was unmistakably there.

Also was the Inquisition's auto-

Christian Painting, Christian da-fd, a kind of artful integration
WhaleverElse.

Christian

of faith and barbecuing. I sup

pose the cultural and historical

Now, 1 understand this precedents are long-standing.
need —I think—to lay special
But don't get me wrong, we
claim to Christian ihis-or-that in Christians hardly need embrace
opposition to Secular this-or-that

(all those, rampaging demons
going to and fro in our culture

(or create) art which is antithet

ical to our faith. And obviously
individual Christians have and

looking to devour us
unwary sons/daughters

light (as Light?) of our Christian

to Christianity.

One of my biggest concerns
this year is trying to discern

highly unlikely to rent a blatant
movies then are "preaching to
the choir," trying to convert the

To interact with those forms and

concerning media and
Christianity.

already convened. So in all real

modes of artistic expression

To me, this is not just a

speaking to our contemporaries-

newspaper article, but also a life-

defining issue. This spring 1 will
graduate with a degree in media
communications and begin look
ing for a place to start my career.
I want to make sure that any

-even if and when our multiate

points of reference differ. For the
Christian practitioner of whatev

er kind of art, integration should
never be a reductive veneer of

impact 1 have in the world is pos

the conventionally sacred.
Art may not be redemptive
but for those who insist it, at
least try hard to point

But I'm still nervously
heading for the door. Or

barring escape, making

itive and points back to God.
But like many media majors
at Fox, 1 do not necessarily want

inthe direction of Truth.

to be associated with "Christian

Art is an endeavor in

media."

which the thoroughly

Christians should be salt and

honest search for values

light to the world. We have been
hearing this since the earliest

shpuld avoid the easy
and sully Truth with

levels of Sunday school, but
what does it really mean?
Some people think that this

ogy, rampant sentimen-

shoddiness. Christian

means Christians should be set

talism, and likely disre
gard for any recognized

shoddy is still shoddy.
Clearly, all designat

apart and create their own count

ready to hold my nose
against the wafting odor

answers or slock assump

tions that can pre-digest

of cheesy-to-trite theol

er culture.

ed Christian art isn't

From a media standpoint

whatever-the-hallow

shoddy or necessarily

however. Christians have already

intensified art.

super-sized with spiritual
cheesiness. Still, I remain
nervous. I prefer the

but one that

essentials of craft in

Christian Aerobics

aside, we Christians sel

dom find it necessary to

created a sort of counter culture,

integrate with sacra
mental upgrading other

the difficulties we are up

the right
track either,

S u r g e r y, C h r i s t i a n

ought to struggle. Maybe

Snow boarding.

more so if produced by a

Christian

Christian.

Orchid

but

point over-made.
1 could be wrong on
some of this. Maybe
there is a supporting

This par
ticular count
er

culture

but rather art by
Christians that needs no

different and

p r o v i d e
entertain
ment

for

the offerings
of the secular
w o r l d .

S a d l y, t h e
only differ
ence is usu

Christians' responsibility to express faith through art
RFTHANY WINSTEAD
Guest writer

The question of Introducing

religion and faith into art and

media is one worth considering.
How does one measure how
much of one's faith to integrate

concede that it is difficult to add

then completely disregard anoth

the Christian side to things. But

er religion on the basis that the
said religion rejects all others?

may 1 add a challenge? In such a
politically correct environment,

I believe we can challenge

ally the loss
of quality
and reality.
G

o

o

d

C h r i s t i a n
media does
e

x

i

s

t

.

However, it is often overshad

and one that claims to be so

this view and thus be able to

owed by the copious amounts of

inclusive to all forms of opinion
and religion, could we not as
Christians express the truest form

express, in every form of art, that
part of us that should be, (if we

bad Christian media.

of our very beings in the art that
we produce? Though society
may reject it is as evangelizing

Christians in every sense of the

c a n d e fi n e o u r s e l v e s a s

The intentions are good, but
often music and movies are just
watered down cheap copies of
their secular counterparts. A lot
of this low quality media is

"inclusive" society to be a part of
an "exclusive" fail'^-

and such, they are in essence not

including and thus contradicting

word) the very core of our being.
It's not as simple as laying out
the rules, the steps and the right
words; it's about expressing the

Christianity, by mere definition,

themselves. This may not be the

love of our lives and the Savior

is a faith that claims to be the

easy road to take, but useless? I

of our very souls in the work we

accepted simply because it has a
good message or reflects our •
religious beliefs.
Christian movies seek to

produce. Art is truly an expres

leave out worldly things so much

sion of who we are as individuals

that what is left over is not even

into a work of art or media?

Obviously, it becomes hard in an

only way. thus getting rid of all

think not. Harder? Maybe.

American society immediately
throws aside the Christian faith

ing one because it will challenge
the very core values of a politi
cally correct society. How can

other forms of religion. Our
because of this reason.

Now, in most media, 1 wil

This road will be an interest

one claim to be inclusive and

and the opportunity to do art

should not be taken lightly or
avoided.

the window and never thought of
again.

Some Christian genres can
never really win. For example,
rap, punk, and hard-core rock

often cannot fit into any niche.
Conservative Christians have

a hard time grasping the fact that
something with a hard beat can

still be sharing the gospel.
Secular listeners are not interest
ed because these bands bear the
Christian label.

Christian artists and directors
who cross over into the secular
world are often considered "sell
outs."

These
artists

something we can relate too.

Ironically enough, most

Christian films are evangelistic
in nature. Their main purpose

are

trying to be
a light shin
ing in a dark
and worldly
e n v i r o n -

went. They
are trying to
be salt fight
ing
off
moral decay.
Yet they are
shunned by
those

who

should sup
port them
the most.

people who
are tired of

theology for Christian

genres of Christian music that

this term should be thrown out

that's

seeks to be

Tmth.

However, there are so many

another arti

ficially "Christian Art,"

aesthetic and spiritual

Christian music.

cle.)

We don't need super

apologetic label to be
recognized as genuine

As far as music goes, many
people think of gospel or soft
rock when they think of

that secular
media is on

against.
Like faith itself, art

one's needs.

help. (Not

work needs to show me

noteworthy but appar
ently overlooked art
forms: say. Christian

ity, they are not meeting any

needs a lot of

latent over the explicit.
Any directly apologetic

o k , i n fi n i t e - a r t - f o r m s

ly Christian video. These

where 1 stand on different issues

of the True Aerobics).

Growing, Christian Bull
Riding, Christian
Kayaking, Christian
Barbecuing, Christian
Scrapbooking, Christian
Dog Grooming. . . . ok,

seems to be to convert the world

Sta^ff Writer

However, non-Christians are

pret and evaluate the world in

ramp up any art category with a exacUy Christian Cowboying, faith, we must be willing to
with the thought, value
Mcramentahzing Intensifier: but since this was Texas the link struggle
and aesthetic patterns of our day.

Christian Music, Christian

FITZHIIOH

Is it nec

essary for us
to scream, "I
a

m

Christian;
hear

me

roar!" when
ever

we

write songs
or

make

movies? Do

we really
need to wear
our

hearts

. on our sleeves? (Or wrists or Tshirts?)

If God is really present in our
everyday lives. He will come
through in the words we choose

or the morals we present.
Artists should be aware that

choices they make could be
either witnesses or deterrents.

Consumers should demand qual
ity in the media they buy from
the Christian market and support
efforts to bring morality and val
ues back into secular media.
The biggest qualifier should

be whether the media glorifies
God and brings you closer to

him, not whether you can buy it
your local Christian bookstore.

issueT iHirwri
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How artists represent their

Looking at "Fight Club" from Christian faith through creative media
perspective: reassessing your lifestyle

Art - honest art - cannot

CORY

COMBS

G u e s i Wr i t e r

purer place then the guy who
sells him his coffee every morn

ing. Oddly enough, this cult
shares many of the same morals

ing. He needs to find meaning

that Christians do.

lyicr believes we arc not of

outside the walls of Scars and

Ah, "Fight Club." Viewers
either loved or hated it. Some

McDonalds.

this world but are still forced to
live in it. He believes that we

liked it for the action, others for

Phillip Yancy tells us in his
book, The Jesus / Never Knew,

have to eliminate all the junk

tough guy Brad Pitt, still more
for the mind-twisting story.
Others despised it for the

that many male alcoholics feel

that sidetracks us to focus on the

more comfortable and accepted
in an AA meeting than in a
church. Now why is that? Why
would our suffering hero. Jack,
feel that it is belter to beat up
some guy in a ring, or cry on the

goal at hand. He believes in
equality. He believes life is
worth living to its fullest. After

shoulder of a tuberculosis victim

people work, side-by-side.

same reasons. But a select few

enjoyed the movie for a deeper
reason. Could it be that a secu
lar movie with horrible moral

values could actually give us

a car crash, he says, "You just
had a near life experience."
His vision is a world where

KENNETH

D AV I S

^iaff Writer
Many artists struggle with

the place of their faith as they
attempt to bring quality media
to the public. Christian artists
in the creative and storytelling
mediums, such as writing,
music and film, are especially
concerned with the place their
beliefs have in their work.

Art is, for lack of a better
definition, the honest expres

sion of a person's feelings and
ideas. People cannot help but
be affected by their beliefs.
How, then, can their art not
r e fl e c t t h e i r b e l i e f s ?
It seems that a Christian's

a r t w o u l d b e a ff e c t e d b y

centers

around a man named Jack

"accessorizing." The constant
barrage of the world around him
disheartens Jack. He is frustrat

ed with is job, his possessions,

his boss, the brand name logos
ruling everything.
Also, Jack can't sleep. He

finds his only outlet by going to
support groups for diseases he
doesn't have. There, he leams to
cry and is again able to sleep.
Soon, he meets Tyler Durden
(Brad Pitt). Tyler's outlook is
that the world is rotten and we

need to step away from it, get
back to the basics.
The two start a club where

men of any age or race can come
together and beat the tar out of

each other. From there, they
start a terrorist group that strikes

out at large corporations, leading
to the film's finale.

The above overview proba
bly doesn't sound "Christian" at

all. But I promise the ideas are
there.

The fact that Jack has to go
to support groups and feels a

such as filmmaking, assigning
Christian status to a work

to be effective.

tend to turn a dead ear to any

b e c o m e s e v e n m o r e d i f fi c u l t .

Yet, if a Christian artist is to

The writer and director may be

work in media, and cannot help

C h r i . s fi a n s , b u t h u n d r e d s o f

but include his faith, bow is he

other people are often involved
in the final product.

ent. Christians tend to oversim

b e a C h r i s t i a n fi l m ?

owning us." (Matthew 19:21:
Jesus answered, "...go, sell your

world himself. Of course in the

plify the distinction to two cate
gories: Christians and non-

possessions and give to the poor,
and you will have treasure in

ears.

Distinguishing by the faith
of the participants seems to be a
little too dodgy a proposition.

"The things we own end up

heaven.")
Tyler's views on the individ
ual are comparable to Christian
b e l i e f s a s w e l l . " Yo u a r e n o t a

unique snowflake. You are the

ali-singing, all-dancing crap of

end it all comes down around his

That's what happens when
our plans aren't centered on
God. But if you take away his
inclination towards firebombing
large corporations and replace it

■ with Christ centered motiva

this is communistic. But if we

tions, you have a pretty healthy
lifestyle.
This is why we relate to the

all lived as Christians should, we

movie. We see that there is

the universe." Some may say

would live in a communistic
world.

I say that while harsh, it

preaches equality. In the eyes of
God, all men are created equal.

something lacking in our hum
drum lives. Something is miss
ing that can't be filled with
school, money, jobs or (dare I
say?) chapel.
While I wouldn't recom

Tyler is on the right track for the
wrong reasons.

Later, Tyler gives Jack an

acid bum, forcing him to take
the pain in a sort of trial by fire.

Actors, designers and tech
nical crew members often con
tribute to a film almost as much

Instead, we could evaluate the

final result. But is there really
any way to "grade" a film as
Christian?

Many so-called Christian
songs have faith perspectives
that I disagree with, even if it is
only that I feel they are too shal
l o w.

It seems conceited to think

are more than Christians, they
are also fathers, daughters,
Americans or people of many

characters: if there is no human

tify?

mend blowing up the nearest

r e m e m b e r t h a t t h e i r fi l m s w i l l

computer store, I would suggest

s a y.

have an audience, and that audi

reassessing the things that have
a hold on us.

Many of you may be ques

Christians in the media must

ence is not always of the same

tioning that statement, but con
sider Plato. Much of our mod

perspective.

ern Christian ideology has been

create art of integrity. Christian

influenced by the writings of
that great philosopher, yet he

name brand soccer shirt wc wear

was not a believer.

In order to be honest and

artists must remember that their

characters are representations of
people with hopes, dreams and
feelings, just like anyone else.

express us? Arc we defined by

Do we really think the rest

the Christian music we limit

of the world has nothing of

ourselves loo? Tyler would say

value to say? Is Gandhi to be

no. He would say act - forget the

should recall that people of all

ignored?

faiths and walks of life have

Christian standpoint, flawed,

trying to fill a hole in himself.

and his methods arc extreme.

too.

Tyler's focus is, from a

Christians, but these characters

ity, but only a faith they do not
understand, how will they iden

Yo u ?

oddly sound the same? Does the

of all our worldly distractions
and gain a new focus.

Of course, a story could be
comprised entirely of

Billy Graham? The Pope? Me?

How often have we heard

so He may work through us?
Tyler is preaching that we get rid

plex. People are shaped by
many different factors, and their
perspectives are very different.

other backgrounds. The audi
ence must identify with the

Is the extent of our worship
ended at holding our hands up
and singing these dirges that

destroy us and rebuild us anew

But the reality is more com

Who, really, would have the
right to decide which works are
Christian and which are not?

He says afterward, "It isn't until
we lose everything that we can
become anything."
ministers say that God will

Christians.

that Christians are the only peo
ple with anything of value to

erhood leads us to believe he is

He needs to find acceptance in a

else's lives. Non-Christians

to be Christians in order for it to

Early in the film Tyler gives

p l a n t i n g c o r n fi e l d s o n t h e
remains of freeways. Tyler's
answer to the world's problems
isn't Jesus; it's the practice of a

meaningless rituals and sym
bols, and act. I think a more
potent Savior would tell us this

need to create this brutal broth

preachy? Virtually every person
who has been brought up in our
culture has been exposed to the

by faith that all will be well;
rather, he ventures to change the

this article; you'll have to watch
the movie and decide for your

a simple and to-the-point quote,

Jack lives alone in an apart
ment where he spends his nights

A Christian's work must

include faith, yet how can this
be done without seeming

as those supervising its produc
tion. Do all of these people need

God? I will offer no solutions in

where he calculates whether the

the costs of a recall.

Leaving out one in favor of
the other feels false, and only
creates repetitive art. A person
is the sum of his parts, and is
not just one part.

lifestyle.
The character doesn't accep

than to fall on his knees before

self.

vehicles are more or less than

taste in a potential mate.

to proceed?
The answer is simply lo be
honest. No agenda must taint
the work, or it will easily be
detected by the audience.^
Stories are about people,
and people are often very differ

(Edward Norton). Jack works
for a major car corporation

costs of lawsuits against faulty

but so is his favorite food or his

thing that can remotely be per
ceived as evangelical.
So, clearly Christians can
not evangelize in the media. Or,
at least, the evangelization must
be carefully camouflaged if it is

In collaborative mediums,

movie

based on the individual perspec
tive of the artist. A person's
faith is part of his perspective,

It seems, then, that there is

art of a Christian.

The

anyone else.
The uniqueness of any art is

gospel again and again.
Christianity has begun to
look like an attempt to prove
what is wrong with everyone

between Christian art and the

insight into the Christian
lifestyle? Hmmmm...

for a Christian the same as for

Christianity. Would this make it
Christian art? It would *be the
art of a Christian, but any hon
est person will tell you that his
faith does not entirely sum up
his identity.
an important distinction

WWW.JMDB.COM

exist without reflecting the
beliefs of the artist. This goes

Remember, I am not saying
that faith has no place in art, nor
that art has no place in one's
faith. Quite the opposite.

And

Christian

viewers

knowledge and experiences we
can leam from, not just those
who have the same beliefs as
w e .
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Tenth Innino Tkaffic Jam:

Big game makes for big
plays, big defense, and bigtime misconceptions
CORY MAVniNA
Sports Editor

I admit it, I was dead wrong.

minutes of the first half, it could
easily go down as one of the

the Super Bowl halftime show

worst first halves in the history
of NFL Super Bowls (maybe

M O L LY

ROVI

Stajf Writer

Showing all of us just what
they are made of, the men's bas

ketball team managed to pull out
wins in two of their three games
last week and push Whitworth,
one of the top teams in the

Northwest Conference, to a four

point game. Last Tuesday (1/27)
the non-conference blowout
against Multnomah Bible

College gave the team the kick
start they needed to get them
selves into gear and to get that

first conference win. They
picked up that win during
Saturday's (1/31) homecoming
game against Whitman College.
Their record Jumped to 5-12
overall and 1-7 for conference

ing off in the last couple games.
1 think our overall mentality at
from what it was earlier in the
season," added Schmick.

As a team, the guys seem to
excel in 3-pointers; Schmick
and Bryan Wadlow lead the
pack with a combined 195
attempts. The precision and
accuracy of their shots have the
power to sway a game in one
direction or another.
"Because of how Schmick

and Wadlow are shooting, we
try to look for them more. I try

play (as of 2/2).
The Tuesday night the ^ys

to penetrate, draw the defense,

went

open 3-point shot," said Ben

head

to

head

with

and kick out to them for a wide

field goal range, most of the

time anyway, and especially not
in game-winning situations t,did

crazy and given them the
"Magnum."
Let me throw in a little side

the people in charge of the

Super Bowl are trying to drop
the testosterone a couple thou
sand levels? Come on now, Josh
Groban, Janet Jackson, Justin

Timberlake... wow, they might
as well throw in Freddie.Prinze
Jr. and Clay Aiken to be cheer
leaders.

awarded

beyond the arc really gets the
momentum going as well as the

to go to Starbucks; 1 was falling

crowd."

during the biggest sporting

first conference win. However,

men and left them with exactly

home. The game was pretty
neck and neck all throughout

what they needed, confidence.

regulation time and led the two

it did brighten the spirits of the

"I think the win over

Multnomah was exactly what
the team needed at the time
because it did two things: it gave

us a win, and it improved our

mentality and chemistry. It total
ly gave us the confidence we
needed to beat Whitman, as well

as the opportunity to almost
knock otr Whitworth the night
before." said player Aaron
Schmick.'

teams into overtime at 72 points

apiece. Unfortunately two
starters, Wadlow and Scott

Szalay, fouled out during regu
lation play, and the team was left
down two men going into over
time. Schmick fouled out mid

way through the extra period.
The guys ended up losing 88-84.
With around 1,300 Fox fans

in attendance, and the cheer
leaders and Courtside Chaos

In addition to their newly going strong,-Saturday night's
game against Whitman College

gained confidence, their wins proved to be a major upset for
have, in part, been attributed to the Missionaries. Neither team

he knew he belonged there the

fonthe camera. If Zoolander had

fifend Gino, or does it seem like

As I've said before. I nor

mally can't stand watching the
halftime show. Ever since

Michael Jackson sang "Heal the
World" at it. my view of it has
)een tarnished. So unlike most,
1 decided that was a good time
asleep, and you just can't do this

was able to hold a double-digit
lead until the final minute of the

whole lime. It left my jaw hang
ing in awe.

Strange as it sounds, in the

midst of such amazing display
of football. Gino decided to

interject by describing what he

Panthers did, and in the process,
ripped my heart out.

I knew he'd make it, but part

of me was holding out that he
might pull a Ray Finklc in "Acc
Ventura." Think about it, he
misses it, has an afler-season

remind me of John Denver . . .
err . . . John Elway." Little

meltdown, goes and becomes a

weird, but I'm seeing the logic.
As the half progressed, and

mountain hemrii, grows a beard,
becomes one with the Tree

each team continued to

People, and never plays football
again. Wouldn't that be a great

exchange Touchdowns. I could

story? And no. I'm not bitter or

One of the Patriots coaches
looked like Rodnev

anything (yeah right).
After all was said and done.
1 have to say, the game was

n't help but notice something.

Dangerfield. Remember that
guy? Gino seized the moment

remarkable. Undeniably the

by looking straight at me and in
a very serious manner said,
"Rodney Dangerfield was the

Rams-Titans match-up in Super

best actor ever." My thoughts

been crushed by the likes of one
of the worst coaches in NFL his

exactly (well, not really). That

Lady Bugs movie was topnotch, maybe even Oscaresque.
It was surely a victory of cine

energy to the games and get on

the refs for us so we don't get
technicals." said Schmick.
Wadlow added, "We love

eted Bruin victory. They were
not disappointed. Szalay and

playing for a big crowd like on
Homecoming night."

game with double-doubles and

anyone watch Super Bowl
XXXWV!). So of course, tfvc

saw like this; "Yeah, those guys

game, and the crowd was on
edge and ready for a much cov

Mark Gayman both ended the

here! You don't put this guy in

pride, and went on to look like

seen this, he might off gone

note too; is it just me and njy

might be one of them. We're
talking about Adam Vinatieri

Canadian Football League

vidually as they struck a pose

one point 97-66 victory was

Friday night the guys took
on Whitworth College here at

went on to lead his team to a

fi r s t h a l f , e x e r c i s e d h i s

I think our ability to shoot from

continued their search for that

Tom Brady is a clutch QB who

announced the starting line-ups.
but those cheesy promos where

gives our team a balanced attack

Bruins.

then, after the Panthers scored,
Jc^n Kasay kicked the ball out
of bounds! WHAT! If there was
ever a list of top 10 chokes, this

complete like three passes in the

what the result of the game
would be. In the end, a thirtythe

middle-school relationship. And

of the most prolific big game
QB's this season come through.

only guys I've seen to only

great tlie past couple games. It

to

they didn't, it was worse than a

right at the beginning - the
intros. Not when they

minutes of play, it became clear

Unfortunately, this was a nonconfcrcnce game, so the team

and J was already getting
stretched every which way pos
sible. They were up, they were
dowii. They made a huge play,

total of 15 straight wins, 15!
And Jake Delhomme, one of the

Schmick went on to add,
"Our 3-point shooting has been

from outside as well as inside.

a little peeved though. First off,
I was going for the Panthers,

moment in the first half came

Multnomah here at home, they
came out the victors. Acquiring
41 points within the first 10

Melvin.

Mushin

Muhammad nearly doubled his

they were about to witness two

each player said his name indi

Ihe charity stripe has improved

Somehow.

yardage, and Deion Branch did.
Simply incredible.
The last minute did leave me

Both teams gave it all they
had. and little did people know

Perhaps the most exciting

tice, and it's nice to see it is pay

er.

30 minutes before. Awesome.

lighting the moment with some

"We have been shooting free
throw after free throw in prac

catching something, and he
wasn't even the leading receiv

Super Bowl history—the polar
opposite of what had happened

call Gino summed up the
Vinatieri moment along with the
rest of the first half by high

beyond the 3-point arc.

Every time 1 looked he was

of the most amiizing halves in

goals.
A good friend of mine we'll

their exceptional accuracy

(he actually only .had four).

time. It was about time for one

passes. And Adam Vinatieri did

profound insight: "Ncrwes

Proehl had like seven catches

Chocolate Mocha and setting
back into the couch, it was game

n't help by .shanking two field

man... Nerves."

thing. J could have sworn Ricky

After getting a White

existent, and there might have
been more punts then completed

free throw shooting, as well as

receivers were catching every

and they will surely be able to

ment, but columns are about
fabrication). Offense was non

F

Strangely enough, in a little

tell you all about it.

this is a little bit of an overstate

dence makes way for
homecoming success

more game-oriented foeu.s. the.

be, but with all the stufl'they put
on TV nowadays, probably not.
For those of you confused, feel
free to ask anyone that watched

Except for the last three

Newly found confi

thing I heard about back at
but was it an accident? Could

a n y w a y.

i . . . . H , , . .

matic masterpiece.

school. I won't get into details,

Super Bowl XXXVlll was
amazing...well, the .second half

domination- If

event of the year. Although, the
halftime scandal wa.s the first

best Super Bowl since the
Bowl XiV. It had it all. And

though my spirits bad already

tory, Dennis Erickson, Super
Bowl XXXVlll was definitelv a
treat and worth the wait.

It seems to be clear tliat die team

needs students there supporting them
at their games. Their next home
game is a double-header with the

women's team on Tuesday (2/JO) at

8:00 against Linfield College.

team to their first conference

HIS HIDING PLACE

victory with a 78-71 win over

Retreat Center

played major roles in leading the

Whitman.

"A lot of thanks goes out to
the student body and fans for

being supportive and making
Miller Gym loud for the games.
I especially give props to
Courtside Chaos for being there
night after night. They bring

Weddings and Receptions
in the heart of yamhill Comty

Jul! sen/ice weddings provided
with beaiAtg and exceilence

www. hishldlngplace. com

the vast improvements in their
■hehniarv 6,"1004
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Legends, talented athletes and plain oV good people
headline this year's Hall of Fame Banquet
nessed to a fellow coach stricken

lose,

She also noted the signifi-

with cancer, and led the man to

c a n c e

of Title IX in her own

Christ before his death. Shenk

c a r e e r

during their tenure at the univer
sity.
Jeff Nelson, now an assistant
coach for the GFU men's soccer

marker in his career, and part of

and in the career of
w o m e n athletes who followed.
"Without the support of Title

what he would remember about

IX," Krebs said, "things would

cess as an athlete from 1991-

his experience coaching at GFU.

be no better today."
Tim Hagen and Juli Cyrus-

NAIA Goalkeeper of the Year in

believed this was a significant

Six other individuals were

also inducted into the Sports Hall
of Fame, representing nearly
every sport historically played by
Bruins. Larry Craven, for exam

ple, competed on one of the uni
versity's last football teams, end
ing his GFU career in 1969.
Although Craven led the Bruin

Rising were both inducted for

their success in track and field;

Cyrus-Rising also had a notable

cross country career at GFU.
Hagen finished eighth in the high
jump at the 1989 NAIA national

team, was inducted for his suc
1994. Nelson was named the

1994. In one season, he earned a
remarkable .71 goals against sta
tistic; his career average was .91.
- For meritorious service, GFU

meet, and third in 1990, earning

graduate Tim Weaver was part of
this year's Hall of Fame class.
Weaver was not an athlete per se
(having injured himself early in
his career at GFU); yet since
1978, Weaver has been the vol

WELL-DESERVING: Byron Shenk (far right) poses with per

football team in tackles, he was

haps the most successful GFU women's soccer team ever in 1998.
His best year as coach may have
M E T. A N I E M O C K
been 1998, when his women's
Crescent Adviser
team went 15-4-2, playing 14
Byron Shenk, Professor .of matches in a row without a loss;

also inducted for his success as a

All-American status both years;
he was also an indoor track and
field All-American, jumping to a

baseball and basketball player,

fifth place finish in 1990. His

unteer starter for all GFU home

a n d a t r a c k a n d fi e l d a t h l e t e .

mark of seven feet is an Oregon

Craven joins his father in the
GFU Sports Hall of Fame. Earl
Craven, deemed by his son to be
the "best coach in the history of
the world," was a 1996 inductee

small college record, and he

track and field meets. This repre
sents an astounding quarter cen

records in the 1500m and 3000m
still stand here. She also has the

conditions.

into the Hall of Fame.

number two all-time record in the

a n d fi e l d t e a m w a s a l s o h o n o r e d

COURTESY OFL'AMI, 1998-1999

Health and Human Performance,

the team also achieved a tenth

was one of seven individuals

honored Friday night (1/30) by
the George Fox University Sports

place ranking by the National
Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics (NAIA). Shenk

Hall of Fame; one athletic team

resigned from coaching in 2001,

was also inducted. Shenk joins a
long list of former athletes and
coaches who, since 1996, have

been awarded entry into institu
tion's Hall of Fame.

In 1991, Shenk became the
fi r s t e v e r w o m e n ' s s o c e c r c o a c h

here, establishing a new program
that quickly became successful.

but continues to teach for the uni

versity, and is also one of the
GFU's full-time athletic trainees.
• At Friday night's honorary
banquet, Shenk related a story
suggesting that win and loss
records were not the most impor
tant part of his legacy. Early in
his career at GFU, Shenk wit

holds the GFU record of 7'5".

Cyrus-Rising's school

tury of work for the institution,
usually in unpleasant weather
Finally, the 1980 men's track

Charlotte Krebs also thanked

5000m. Cyrus-Rising finished

at Friday night's banquet. That

a former Hall of Fame inductee.

second at NAIA nationals in

t e a m w o n t h e N A I A D i s t r i c t Tw o

Marge Weesner, for playing such
a prominent role in her athletic
success. Krebs played volleyball,
basketball and tennis for GFU,

1993 in both the 3000m and the

championship, at the time only
the fourth team in the university's

achieving her most notable suc

5 0 0 0 m ; i n 1 9 9 4 s h e fi n i s h e d

fourth in the 3000m. These placings earned her All-American
honors each year. Additionally,

history to win a district crown.
The team was coached by Rich
Allen who was awarded District

Cyrus-Rising, like Hagen, was an
excellent student; both earned

II Coach of the Year in 1980, and

said, taught her perspective and
balance, "how to win and how to

Academic All-American honors

Hall of Fame.

cess in tennis. Weesner, Krebs

was a 1997 inductee in the GFU

In midst of some disappointment^ team
shows they are not to be taken lightly
DANE

COPPINT

Slciff Writer

can happen and its been done

Leith also had a career high twen

before. No problem." You reas

ty points against Whitman earn
ing her an "Honorable Mention
Player of the Week" from the

sure yourself. The Bruins get the
Game tied 47-47, a Whitman

player lines up for the first of two

ball. Coach Scott Rueck is pacing
the sidelines, yelling at the play

NWC. As a team, the Lady
B r u i n s a r e r a n k e d fi r s t i n t h e

in the game. The George Fox

ers to make sure they know what
to do. All they need is an easy

University Homecoming crowd

basket.

percentage shooting. The team

on their feet and the Courtside

travels to Tacoma this weekend to

Chaos doing their best to make as

The pass goes to Amy Fitch,
she takes it down the right side of

much noise as possible—she

the court, makes a move to the

free throws with five seconds left

NWC in rebounding and 3-point

lines up and releases the ball. The

inside, collides with a Whitman

shoots banks off the back of the

player—stumbles, tries to regain

play .Puget Sound and Pacific
Lutheran University, ranked sec
ond and first respectively.
Be sure to give them your

rim, teeters dangerously, then

her balance but her momentum

falls to the ground. The crowd

support. A little goes a long way.

c a r r i e s h e r f o r w a r d t o t h e fl o o r.

erupts—"We still have a chance

"Tripping!" "Call the foul!" The

to tie if she misses this shot." The

crowd is on their feet and are not

thought is in everyone's mind as
she lines up for the second shot.

happy as Darby Cave grabs the
loose ball and throws up a 35 foot
shot that falls just short of the

The intense excitement per
meates everything else, and with
renewed strength the crowd is

even louder than before, hoping
that the distraction will somehow

cause the player to brick another
free throw. She lines up again,
takes the shot—a strange silence
ensues for a brief moment as the

basketball soars gracefully in
midair. Everyone is silent except

the few who continue to yell,

basket. The Bruins lose a thriller.

The Lady Bruins may have

homecoming weekend, but they
did show they can play with the
top of the league. Whitworth,
ranked fourth in the NWC, and
Whitman, ranked third, are in the

top of the standings for a reason.
They had to fight to keep it as our
girls didn't cut them any slack.
With a conference record of

ball off of its course and into the

3-5, the Lady Bruins arc standing
in sixth place with eight more

game is on the line—swish! The
shot is good, the Whitman bench
and few fans erupt with cheers
and applause as they stand to their

games to go in the season; this

feet.

ing game versus Whitman, both
post Cave and point guard Kim
Leith had ten points on the night,
leading the way for the Bruins.

"No problem," you say. "All
the girls have to do is score one

shot in five seconds. Anything

PA R K E R

G e t

seriously

picked up a couple of losses this

hoping their voices will divert the
net. Every head is turned, the

CHELSEA

RELAXED: Lady Bruins take a second to gather themselves.

makes for plenty of time to get
back in the action for playoffs.

in time
for
s u m m e r !
*

3-month student membership, just $99
, (offer good through 2/28/04)

In last weekend's homecom
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COMING NItXT KDITION - A FKATUKIi ON THF, BRUIN CIIEFRLEADKRS!
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